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1. Winter follows spring, crazy Franken-food’s the thing, 

cows with hoof and mouth gone mad, but Round-Up Ready clowns are glad.   

Monsanto hailed as king, the masses fall for anything, 

with chemtrail sickness none can halt, 

as Bill Gates vaccinates his Doomsday Vault. 

  [TURNAROUND – 4 MEASURES] 

2. But help is on the way   __ if you believe in Santa’s sleigh. 

No more bees around to sting, or pollinate the fate they bring. 

Birds dying in droves, sawdust white bread sweetened loaves. 

And Johnny can’t spell “school,” but his Ritalin sure is cool  
__ it’s O.K. he’s learned how to play and, hey, he can drool ! 

REFRAIN: Utopia’s on the way, and they may lock it in to stay.                                                          

Is your New World Order up to par, so far ?                                                                                 

And hey, you ain’t seen nothin’ yet,                                                                                        

keep your brain plugged in to that TV set                                                                                
__ banker’s fodder, water gettin’ hotter,                                                                                 

frog in the kettle is all you are ! * 

3. First-class mass-autism, the percentage has never risen. 

This I know because they told me so in my gov’mint school-prison. 

The talking heads have told us in that bill of goods they sold us, 

that utopia’s missing link is programmed minds that cannot think. 

BRIDGE: The wonder and the beauty of life not only gone but forgotten                                        

by minds deranged and drained in skulls now but                                                                

pill bottles stuffed with cotton . . .                                                                                         

never been free, can’t see every branch of the tree                                                                  

of their GMO World turning rotten.   

  [INSTRUMENTAL]  

 

4. It’s massive self-destruction population-plan-reduction. 

If you’re in its way, THEN MOVE !  or become mangled in its groove ! 

Genetically Modified Souls, in keeping with the planners’ goals, 

in their race to enslave us, will it take an EMP blast to save us ? 

 

 [REPEAT REFRAIN AND FADE OUT 

  BLENDED IN INSTRUMENTAL]   

 

 

 [END]                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                Written: June 9-10, 2016   [P, G, M]                                                                                  
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x                                                                                                                            * On final refrain, modify to: frogs in the kettle is all we are ! 
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